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and Home Week, gave an interesting and informative account of
her visit to Lexington.
A potluck lunch.. was served at
the noon hour to two visitors,
Mrs. Barletta Wrather and Mrs.
Roy Rose: one new member, Mrs.
Brooks Moody; members: Mesdames Mayfield, Waldrop, Madrey,w
Armstrong, Leota Norsworthy, Alton Cole, J. B. Burkeen, Jack
Norsworthy, Thomas Jones, John
B. Cavitta Elmo Boyd, Delia Graham, and Raymond Workman; five
children, David and Jerry Don
Norsworthy, Dennis Burkeen,
Andy and Alan Armstrong.
The March meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. John B. IF
Cavet, Coldwater Road.

la First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN OUR 80th YEAR

OF ALL KINDS iTRY LEDGER

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

New Snow Storm
Hits New England

Campaign Funds
Not Voluntary,
Suit Filed Today

Vol. LXXX No, 47

United Press International
A snow storm raced out of the
Midwest into the New England
states early today, scattering up
to eight inches of new snow in
its path.
The storm deposited snow in
the Northeast and rain along the
.Gulf and eastern states. A violent
thunderstorm at New, Orleans,
La. drenched the city with more
than 2.5 inches of rain Monday
night and early today.
Clearing skies were expected
during the day in the East as
fair weather moved in behind
the storm.
In its sweep through the Midwest Monday, the storm claimed
at least six lives, most of them
in traffic accidents on snowcovered roads.
A foot of snow buried La
Crosse. Wis., forcing schools to
close. Cadillac. Mich., reported
10 and a half inches. Schools
throughout northwest Michigan
closed as communities were virtually paralyzed.
Wabash River floodwaters in
southern Illinois began receding,
but new floods forced evacuations
in northern Illinois. About 250
persons fled their hcmes at Rockford Monday when floodwaters
three to four feet deep swirled
into their homes. The floods
were blamed on ice jams in
creeks and a heavy runoff from
melting snow.

Calls For Full Summit Talks
On Whole Field Of Relations By HENRY SHAPIRO

ing his recent visit to the United
States.
"We have no holligans" like
MOSCOW i UPI) — Soviet Pre- those who "tried to throw some
mier Nikita S Khrushchev today eggs at Comrade Mikoyan," he
turned down the West's proposals said.
Khrushchev's words for Britain,
on Berlin and nuclear test susthough, were friendly. He propension
Speaking at an election rally, posed a long-term non-aggression
Khrushchev flatly rejected last treaty with the British, an idea
FRANKFURT (UPI) —
A campaign fund under threat af
week's Western call for a Big one London newspaper reported
.0,056 damage suit was filed dismisual.
Four foreign ministers conference Macmillan himself wanted to disMonday against Lt. Gov. Harry
Mrs. Grace Fitzgerald, who
on Berlin and Germany. He said cuss
Lee Waterfield and others charg- claims she was fired from her
Won't Compromise
it would be "unbusinesslike" and
ing that employes of the state job as an attendant at the KenThe two men were known to
"unacceptable."
apartment af Welfare have been tucky Training Home here beHe called anew for full and have discussed the German stalessesssed for contributions to his cause of political activite—Of her
fcrmal summit talks to decide the mate at their meeting Monday.
husband, filed the suit in FrankGerman question, miclear t est4 Khrushchey's speech today , indilin Circuit Court.
bans :aid the whole field of East- tated no prospect of compromise
Mrs. Fitzgerald said that none
in Russia's • insistence on handing
West relations.
of the contributions she made
over control of West Berlin's lifeWEATHER
SCOPE—This
drawing
STATION
shows
the
range
scope
and
of the two weather eyes in
for the benefit of Waterfield's
The speech appeared to blast lines to the German Communists.'
the Vanguard satellite, the sixth American satellite put into orbit. The sketch indicates the forcampaign for the Democratic guhopes of a new approach to the
With reference to talk of airward
eye.
Another
functions
in
back.
Copyright
Aircraft
and Missiles Manufacturing magazine.
bernatorial
nominationw
were
German stalemate just when Kh- lifts or armed convoys to get
voluntary.
rushchev's "little summit" talks su.prolies to the isolated city
Also named as defendants in
with Prime Minister Harold Mac- through a new Red blockade,
the suit with Waterfield were
millan of Britain had created fresh Khrushchev said:
State
Welfare
raves
Commissioner
"The U.S.S.R. would not stand
Charles Allphin and William C.
Will Continue Tests
aside if there emerged a threat
Kincaid, Mrs. Elizabeth Burton
s
—4.
-Khrushchev scored the Western to the (Red) German Democratic
NEW YORK itJPIl -- David
and Mrs. Tina C. Noel, all emstand at the geneva nuclear con- Republic...Any agressive advances
By IRA LURVEY
Campanella, 15. whose' baseball
ployes of the Department of Welference
United Press International
would be opposed. No one would
star fattier has been a leader in
fare.
',CHICAGO (UPI) — The usthe
"To accept the Western propos- be allowed to violate the safety
fight
against juvenile delinqWaterfield said of the suit. "I
isellystaid Arnencan Bar ASSOC.3
. als Ion inspection and control) of the G.DR by land. sea or air."
uency. was under arrest today for
am sure the charges are not true..
Ilion readied for an all-out floor
Seeks More Trade
would mean full capitaulation," he
being involved in a gang fight.
This is just another case of the
ere today over whether the naEarlier today, Russia dropped
said.
demagogic tactics used by our
David. the son of former Dodger
dillh's lawyers should call the U.
"We regret it but we shall have a strong hint it hopes to avail
catcher Roy Campanella, was held
opposition to confuse the minds
Macmillan's visit to crack
II. Supreme Court soft on CornMrs Frank McDougal. age 82. in the Bronx Youth Shelter overto continue with our (nuclear, itself of
of the public.
Tim Crider, owner of the Dixie
the Western embargo on strategic
tests too." he added.
"I don't know Mrs. Fitzgerald died Monday at 7.55 pro, at the night on juvenile delinquency Cleaners, is in the Murray Hos:.At issue before the ABA's polKhrushchev said a conference shipments to Russia and its allies.
and I don't know any of the peo- Murray General Hospital after a charges His mother failed to get pital in "fair" condition. He is
-setting
n
House of Delegates
The Soviet agency Tass. in a
two weeks Illness. She was the him released Monday night be- suffering from a gunshot
of foreign ministers as suggested
ple in the suit but Allphin."
wound
whether to approve recoilswife of the late Frank McDougal cause of a tussle with a news- just above the heart.
hy the West to thresh out the dispetch intended for the Soviet
,ffirs.jitageralei
seeks
recovery
ndations of Its committee ore
connect
probleeis of Berlin. Germany and press, said "many Britons
ofr$S6i6 she claims she contrib- who. 'died April 25, 1957. Countypolice have not InPaper photographer.
unist tactics, strategy and
Mr and Mrs. Bryan Tolley overall European security could hove -for the estaWishimant of norSurvivors include four daugnvestigated
Campanella
uted
was
to
one
the
Young
of
incident,
Waterfield's
although
campaign
tec
.
tives calling for "remedical
mal Anglo-Soviet commercial refund under threats of being fierd. tea's. Mrs. Iverson Owen. Murray 18 youths picked up by police reliable reports indicate that the are leaving tomorrow morning last for many months or years.
ation" to counteract recent
Macmillan's journey."
"It would be more expedient if lations with
plus 810,000 in punitive damages. Route three, Mrs. H. L. Winston. Monday as theyseuared off in a wound was self inflicted. It is for an extended vacation. Their
-me Court rulings on ComEarlier indications had been that
first
stop
will
be
to
visit
the
with
Western
powers
Paducah,
on
agreed
a
Mrs.
James
Key.
not
Murray
The
known
vacant
Queens
suit charges Allphin with
lot in a racial
whether the shooting
mai - ts.
their son and his wife. Mr. and conference of heads of government the Macmillan - Khrushchev talks
Route one and Miss Estelle Mc- grudge fight. Police broke up the was accidental or intentional.
'I .• recommendations, ran into coercion and threats that failure
Mrs.
Charles Tolley in Young whiich could make decisions." he had revived the short-lived "GeDougal
Murray
of
Route
three, battle before anyone was huurt.
to contribute would result in
Mr. Crider has been in good
an
.expected snag Monday when
neva spirit" that was generated
Harris,
Ga.. Charles is teaching said.
two
sons.
Pierce McDougal. MurMrs • Fitzgerald', dismissal.
spirits the past few days, reLeader Of Gang
the 256-delegate house. representby the Big Four "summit conin
the
Young
Harris
college.
Mr
Hits At U.S.
She describes Kincaid, Mrs. ray Route two and Eum McDougal
He was reported to be a leader ports indicate_ The .22 calibre
more than 200.000 mernbars
Khrushchev objected to the ex- ference" in that Swiss city in 195.3
Burton and Mrs. Neel as "inno- of Murray Route three, three of a gang which tied issued a bullet pas-sed all the way through and Mrs. Tolley plan to take a
Statements made by the two
oC the legal profession. voted to
southern
vacation
after
clusion
of Poland and Czechoslovisiting
sisters, Mrs. Tom Taylor, Murray challenge to a, coup of white Mr. Crider. entering the left
hold off its decision 24 hours cent victims of the system pervakia, which he described as "the men Monday night oozed good
petuated by Waterfield ." who Route four. Miss Iva Garner nad youths over territorial exclusion chest and emerging from the with their son and family.
further shedy."
Mr. Tolley recently sold his first victims of German invasion will.
bads, piercing a lung on its
made collections under threat of Miss Lula Garner both of Murray from a bowling alley.
'".
Talks Going Well
Cities Court Verdicts
business 'Tolley
Market" in (in World War II) and Germany's
Route. four, two brothers, Loman
chairman of course.
losing
is
who
father,
His
their
own
jobs.
the 10 - member committee.
"Our interest is peace." MacMurray.
neighbors
from
a
ir
s
,
talks
on
Garner.
Murray
GerRoute
and
two
delinquency
The
juvenile
special
Lexington
shooting
a
occurred
attorney
late
Harry
B.
millan told Khrushchev at a din*aided by Peter Campbell Brown,
many.
Newman Garner of Murray. seven committee for the Knights of Py- yesterday afternoon between 5:30
Irmabetime chairman of the Sub- Miller filed the suit for Mrs.
The Khrushchev speech, deliv- ner at the British Embassy Mongrandchildren, three great-grand- thias' March of Youth program, and 6:00 p. m
Fitzgerald.
COMMUNITY SUPPER
wive Activities Control Board,
ered during a one-day recess in day night "In spite of all the
children and one nephew, Hatton was at the Dodgers winter trainillelled a 50-plus page report citing
his talks with Macmillan, con- difficulties and obstacles, let us
Garner.
camp at Vero Beach, Fla.
ing
36 Supreme Court verdicts 'Ditained a biting personal attack on combine for peace."
Mrs McDougal was a member of Campanella. confined to a wheelCHILI SUPPER
"It would be a disaster to all
ative or how our security
The Kirksey P-TA will spon- the United States.
the Elm Grove Baptist Church chair from injuries received 13
mankind if we did not do all we
been weakened."
sor a community supper on FebKhrushchev said Soviet police
where funeral services will be morrths ago in an auto accident, 15
"louse
Delegate
Arthur
J.
ruary 26 at 6:00 p. m in the would not have to protect Mac- possibly could to prevent a third
The W. S. C. S. of the Cold- held Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 an adviser to the Dodgers
Teaund of St. Louis, Mo.. charg- water Methodist
school cafeteria. Plates will be millan to the same extent U. S. world war." Khrushchev replied.
Church is spon- with Rev. M. T. Robertson, Rev.
Young Campanella's mother,
Mrs Olga Freeman. English
Both the oficial party newspaper
ed, however, the report was "not soring a chili supper
35c and 50c. Everyone is urged police had to protect First Deputy
at the Cold- Norman Culpepper and Rev. Crid- Ruthe. arrived at youth house to teacher at Puryear High
School to attend.
Pravda and the government newsWairthy of the American Bar As- water School
Premier
Anastas
I.
officiating.
Saturday
Mikoyan durBurial will be in gain release of David. but was spoke to a dinner meeting of
night. er
the
paper lzvestia printed the text of
iodation." It wee' Freund who February 28th.
beginning at 6:30 the church cemetery.
told she must get a clearance American Legion Auxiliary yesspeeches made by Khrushchev and
ed the report be tabled until p m until
Friends may call at the J. H. from police.
everyone is served
terday evening at 6:30
v. when the house winds up
Macmillan at the dinner.
Everyone is invited to come Churchill Funeral Home until the
As she left the youth detention
Mrs Freeman was introduced by
A spokesman for the British
ifs .....,,day midyear session.
eat.
service hour.
two men escorting Mrs. Max Churchill, Americanism
of
one
center,
said the talks between the two
Justice Warren Resigns
photographer Jack chairman. Mrs. Freeman spoke on
to
objected
her
heads of state were going "very
do not feel the Supreme
Baumohl. of the New York Mirror, Americanism.
well."
Cie,•1 has acted wrongly on any
Hatmohl said
picture.
her
taking
Preseeding the talk Buel Stalls
1
It also was announced they will
ision," Illinois' senior delegate
over a car led in prayer. Mrs. Claude Andhim
threw
man
the
not concern themselves with culert H. Janner said. "This
camera and beat erson. president of the auxiliary
his
broke
hood,
tural matters affecting Britain
ntry existed long before there
him.
welcomed the group. Members of
and Russia but will save these for
. s Communism and will exist
Of "Hashing"
Warns
the American Legion were present
a sub-group.
g after."
Mrs. Campanella warned Mirror at the meeting to hear Mrs. FreeMacmillan and Khrushchev
'
,The dispute came just three
reporter Philip Pollock to stay man.
Monday indicated their willingness
ays after the association officBy VERNON SCOTT
away
get
"You
out of the fray.
by receiving nine each.
By ROBERT CRAM
Mrs. Anderson preaided over the
present extent
ially accepted the resignation of UPI
of krebiozen's to discuss trade and cultural relaHollywood Correspondent
The films were "Gigi," a tend- or you will gel bashed, too," she business session at which time the
United Press International
use?" Ivy asked. "Certainly not tions while admitting that difficulChief Justice Earl Warren, a
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ra- er musical of a French girl's a- was reported saying.
CHICAGO (UPI) — Dr Anauxiliary voted to send a donaties still remained on both issues.
member for 28 years. ABA Presi- ven-haired
actress Elizabeth Tay- wakening to love, and "The De
Baumohl swore out a warrant tion to the Crusade for Freedom. drew C. Ivy launched a fund
Another indication the talks
dent Ross L Malone emphasized
"What sort of person would I
lor, nominate% with four other Dant Ones," a tough drama about for the arrest of the man, known
The donation helps to carry the raising campaign Monday night be if I did not fight
were going well was Macmillan's
Warren's severance "was in no
to
keep
th
s
glamor queens for an Academy a Negro • while handcuffed to- only as Dallas. on assault charges.
on behalf of the controversial
decision to cancel an elk hunt
Ipay connected with non-payment
Continued on Page Four
experimental work going on."
Award in the 31st annual Oscar gether.
Mrs. Campanella and her escorts
cancer drug krekiozen at a dinproposed for Wednesday and to
dues."
Min
Swanson,
one
of
the
sponrace. found her chances for w.nBoth pictures were nominated failed to seek clearance for Daner attended by movie actress
sors of the dinner, said in a brief hold further talks instead. Observ
ning impaired today because of as , best Mans of the year along vid's release from police after
Gloria Swanson and Sen. Paul
talk that she also is "a fighter." era said this Indicated common
her real life romance with singer with "Auntie Mame", "Cat On leaving youth house in a late
- CORRECTIONDouglas D-Ill.
She said, "We of the public must ground for additional talks had
Eddie Fisher.
A Hot Tin Roof." and "Separate model Cadillac.
been found.
The University of Illinois phy- stand behind our officials and
The prices listed for dry clean- e "I think that all the publicity Tables."
siologist also warned that if the give them the courage to fight
Potter and Curtis. the handing in the Murray One-Hour surrounding my private life will
Arthur H. Allen, Regional Life National Cancer Institute dos not for things that are right like
Martinizing advertisement are ef- hurt my chances to win an Os- cuffed prisoners in the "The DeManager, South Central Office of act to give the drug a "fair test." krebiozen."
fective through Thursday of this car," the 28-year-old star said. fiant Ones,- both were up for
State Farm Life Insurance Com- supporters of kregiozen will seek
week, and not Saturday. The day She won her nomination for her their first Oscar nominations aSenate "Personal Fight"
pany, will speak to the life un- legislation to force a test.
WS incorrectly stated in yester- role as the love-starved Maggie long with Newman.
Douglas told of carrying his
Mayat
derwriters
area,
of
this
Ivy
told
guests
at
in
the
"Cat
On
A
testimonHot
Tin
Roof."
Poitier's selection was a double
illay's edition of this paper. The
"personal fight" for krebiozen to
The American Legion will have
February ial dinner in his honor that a
Kentucky
on
field
The veteran actress, who has honor for the actor-he was the
Ledger regrets this error.
the Senate last August when he its regular meeting in the Legion
26th, at the Hall Hotel, 12:00 "tax-exempt form of organization"
been in movies since a child. has first Negro ever to be nominated
prtsposed the drug be tested sci- Hall Monday night, March 2nd, at
Noon.
will be organized to raise at least
as her competition for filmland's for the top male award.
entifically. The senator urged 730 pm
exhas
vast
Allen
had
Mr.
$350,000
to
most coveted award: Susan Hayfinance
production of that 200
Awards in April
All !panthers are urged to be
"presureably hopeless"
perience in the life insurance more krebiozen.
ward, "I Want To Live", Deborah
All awards will be announced
cancer cases be used in the test. present'
field.
discharge
from
his
After
"At
the
present
Kerr, "Separate Tables": Shirley at a nationally televised presentarate usage, with 100 to
be treated with krebthe armed forces in 1946, he all the krebiozen now available
MacLaine, "Some Came Running." tions program here April 6.
iozen and the other 100 with
Underwriter
Student
as
started
a
will
be
used up next summer.'
and- Roseline Russell. "Auntie
The best supporting actress
currently
acceptable methods of
and has worked successfully up Ivy said, "and those patients now
Mame."
geilled Pelee laksiennlikraol_
nominations were Peggy Cass
radiation and surgery.
the line to Assistant Vice-Presi- dependent on it will be left withNominate Tony Curtis
"Auntie Mame"; Wendy Hiller.
The Alpha meeting of the Worndent of the Life Company in out it."
The five actors trying for a "Separate Tables"; Martha Hyer.
Douglas said must of the conan's Club for this Saturday, Feb1953. In 1958 he was promoted
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly golden statuette were Tony Cur- "Sonic Came
Convinced Of Value
troversy has been between the
Running"; Maureen
sunny and a little colder today. tis. "The Defiant Ones"; Paul Stapleton,
to Regional Life Manager of the
He said studies of about 1.000 Public Health Service and the ruary 28th has beer. canceled in"Lonely Hearts," and
REVOLT ON RIVOLT—Ftatael del
definitely. Future meeting date
High temperature near 50 Fair Newman, "Cat On A Hot Tin Clara
South Central Office, the posi- persons treated with the drug National Cancer Institute.
Williams. "The Defiant
In the will be announced later.
Pino (above) Is reportedly ors
tion he now holds.
have
and cold again tonight, low 33. Roof-, David Niven "Seperate Ones."
convinced
him
the
krebiomeantime,
he
said,
the "hopegiuenng a revolt against the
He is a Chartered Life Under- zen "is of value in the treatment less' cancer cases
Wednesday partly cloudy and a Tables"; Sidney Poitier "The DeNominated for giving the best
are all but conFidel Castro regime from Miwriter and ,a member of the Life of some cancer patients."
little warmer.
fiant Ones." and Spencer Tracy, male
demned
to
death.
ami, Fla, He Is a long-time
supporting
performances
WRITING SHORTCUT
'Management Institute.
i
With further research and deTemperatures
at 5 a. m. CST.: "The Old Man and The Sea."
"I ant doing this not to be sn
were Theodore Bikel, "The Defriend of Castro, but declares
The
local
underwriters
Life
isville 30. Lexington 29, Bowof
velopment,
Ivy
said,
A colorful musical and a hard- fiant Ones"; Lee J. Cobb, "The
the
herioc
drug
politican, because I actual"Fidel Castro has becom•
CHICAGO (UPI) — The Paper
this area are all invited to attend "may turn out to be more effec- ly may lose
ling Green 30, Evansville, Ind., hitti.:.g dram.i capteired the most Brothers
merely a tool for the Compopularity in some Mate Pen Co. reported today
Karamazov"; Burl Ives,
this
meeting
31, Paducah 31, Covington 29, nominaUrnz in 'hr 'jet released "The Big
by
Edwin
JorH.
tive
and
provide
a
key
te.finding
munist desigrui of Raul (Cass
quarters," Douglas said, "but be- that studies indicate writing time
Cenntry"; Arthur Kendan. President of Western Ken- the cure of all cancers."
London 33. Hepkineville 32. and Monday by the Academy cf Motro's brother) and Mei Ernesto
cause I see nothing to be lost by can be cut in half by starting
nedy, "Some Came Running," and
tucky
Life
Underwriters
"Who
Huntington. W Va. 38
Associais
to
be
responsible if we a fair test ... and everything from the bottom of a sheet
tion Picture Arts and Sciences Gig Young, "Teacher's Pet."
Guevara and a few others .."
of
tion,
cannot continue with at least the to be gained."
paper and working up.
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Today's
Sports Parade

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Prose International
NEW YORK UPI - The longJAMES C. WILLIAMS, PITIZILLSHXR
debated question as to how rnuch
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters le Ole Ildtter, money an "amateur" tennis playor Public Voice items which, is maropinion,
*it
otakes annually in under the
ars
interest of our readers.
' table payoffs was settled by proNATIONAL SZPRESIDITATINKS: WALLACK
ISIS fessional champion Pancho GonMaw" Maaapliata, Tana., NM Park Ara, New Yeal4 1NM
Mai*. zales today at an authoritative
opia Ava. Massa; MI Boiyotos St, Basta&
ligure of "from 68.000 to 210.Tutored at this Pan Office, Murray, Kentucky, far tawmanaliaa an 000 yearly."
"Tournament sponsors are bidSecond Claw Matter
ding for your services," Gonzales
SUBSCRIPTION RATZS: By Carrier in Murray, par VIII•lE 300. par says. "You become receptive to
lama $34. la Callaway awl aOalalag easmara pee yam 0.ft alwa- the highe,t bid offered. Eventualwbara. WU.
v you merely extend your hand
"ittwrit for a to be filled."
TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 24, 1959
A real investigation. Ganz.les
asserts, would "prevent participation in all major tournaments by
any of the first 20 ranking amaIMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
teurs.Writes Autobiography
New School Buildings .. ... $130,000
The one-time amateur chamPlanning Commission with Professional
pion, who now bosses the pro
Consultation
racquet wielders with an iron
hancIal-makes ths;se disclosures in
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
his new autobiography. "Man
With a Racket." and also obseves:
Industrial Expansion
1. The fault is with an antiquated "amateur code" which proSidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
vides too little expense money.
Widened Streets In Some Areas
2. An open tennis tournament
Continued Home Building
a.- is. unfeasible. - 1. He personally will be a
Airport For Murray
champianship factor for at leaat
City Auditorium
three more years.
• Tennis for the ranking amacurs is as much a chore as it is
fur :he professionals. Gonzales
writes, because the amateur actually is "in business."
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
-Missing is the exuberance." he
says. "A tennis player amateur
Charit7, shall cover the multitude of sins.
can suffer the same daily boreI Peter 4:8.
dom a,'a CPA poring over columns of figures. Physically the
game exacts its toll. He's dehyIf we are charitable to men God will be
drated. His feet take a terrific
more charitable to us. Beware selfrighteouspounding. His sacroiliac is enfleas.
dangered. His diaposition sours.
Has heart and b
are taxed to
the limits of physical endurance.
- Accept - Higbesi Bid
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
"Then. Gonzales attests, there is
no recourse for those in the 20
to 30-yeareold bracket but to takeRTHUR BRISBANE. one of the greatest American "toe highest
bid offered" to beat
editors, once said the purpose of an editorial is to make the "aratiquated'' amateur code
people think. It is not too important for readers to agree which allows only $10 a day expenses.
with the editor.
"A player seldom discusses his
banditry with another player,"
We believe that is true, but we also believe many
Gonzales adds. One reason is a
readers think what they want to - they can misquote an guilt complex
Another is that
editorial, take sentences out of context and gi‘e them an some sponsors make you feel you
got a better deal than the other
erroneous interpretation if it suits their purpose.
players"
cai,mx for sweeping
Of course that is not true only of newspaper readers.
revisions of
It is true of voters, taxpayers and others who are expert the amateur code. Gonzales also
at picking to pieces statements of Congressmen, or other 'tuna's azsinst open tennis.
"I don't believe an open tournalegislators.
m-nt would solve anything." he
Anybody who criticizes labor union racketeering writes. "Everybody who won prize
may as well make up his mind to be branded as an money would end up a pro The
same pros would repeatedly take
"enemi- to organized labor. Anybody who denounces he cash
prizes.
chiselers who are robbing unemployment compensation
"The line of demarcation benow)
bureaus of hundreds of millions are condemned as "ene- tween pros and amateurs
is wavy and vacillating." he inmies of the poor unemployed fellow with five or six childsists "A rigid line with no overren to support," or if a person criticizes payments of $30. stepping is necessary."
a month to mothers, or guardians. of illigitimate children
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The Murray State College Thoroughbreds will play their final
home game of the season here
tonight when they meet the Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders.
Playing their last game for
Murray before a home crowd will
be Dale Alexander, Terry Darnall,
Ken Wray. and John Brooks.

Tommy Garrow, 138, Claremont,
United Press latermaikaal
SYDNEY, Australia (UPI)
N. H., outpointed Pat O'Brien,
by a I reliminary between the two Jimmy Martinez. 158, Glendale, Dublin, Ireland (10).
sahool,a freshmen teams
Tuesday, February 24
Ariz., outpoorted Willie Vaughn,
Player
MSC Sport. Arena
RB Ave. 1593a, Hollywood. Calif. (12).
MOBILE, Ala. (UP!) - Tony
8:00 - Middle Tennoosee
eta.
Darnall. Terry
179 14.3
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!)-Paolo Dupla, 145. New Orleans, outAlexander, Dole
71 11.9 Rost, 135, Italy. outpoirated Flash pointed Billy De Priest, 146, CoSaturday, February 28
lumbus, Ga. (10).
Peterson, Ken
218 9.9 Elorde, 132, Philippines (10),
Tennessee Tech at Croitevi:le
O'Riordan. Mike
145 9.4
Wilkins. Harold
49 9.3
BOLOGNA, Italy (UPI) --CharWray, Ken
...
4.8 ley Douglas, 136I,4, New York,
Henson, Larry
.. 53 4.2 stopped Germano Cavalier', 136 1,42,
Brooks, John
21
3.5 Ilaly r7).
West, John
59 2.9
28
1.6
Smikoski. Frank
NEW YORK (UPI) - Chico
Giemberti, Bob
16 5.2 Velez, 1351a, Puerto Rico, out5 4.2 pointed Roger Harvey, 1401
Teter, Ralph.
/
2, Ber117
Own Tearti Rebounds
muda (1,0). _
cipo Teffln Rebounds ..: 101
DORIS DAY - RICHARD WIDMARK
09.9
Own Totals
PROVIDENCE, R I. (UPI)
69.4
Opp Totals
in "TUNNEL OF LOVE"
Season record 10-13, OVC 3-7
Single Game Records
Total Points Scored Darnall,
Field Goals Scored. Darnall
Free Throws Scored Oltiordan
Free Throws Attempted, O'Riordan
Number of Rebounds. Peterson
OVC Standing
Team
W L
BARBARA RUSH
The New Concord Redhrds
Eastern
..10 1
Western
.. 6 4 whipped the St. Mary's Knights
ANTHONY STEEL
71-59 last night on the latter's
7.Torehea
Aienu
:ast 11•141.
4 6 home court.
Marray
3 7
Concord made an early start
AMD
Middle Tenn."
3 7
and led 24-11 at the end of the
first period before the Knights
caught hre and closed the gap to
five pin's. 33-38, at the halftime
COLOR
intermission.
by DE LUXE

-gusted with the program which has kept them in a strait
iacket for two decades. It has now been expanded to
cover the soil itself

the "soil

bank- program, it is

While on a recent visit to Atlanta we were intrigued
by an argument taking place in one :of the daily neaspapers between a federal and state _bureau and a fellow
who wants to engage in the business of "not raising hogs"
on ,a large scale.
He says he was in the business in a small way several
years ago and he wants to get back into it because of the
pr,ssent low price of hogs. His proposition is that he enter
into a contract with the government "not to raise 10,000
hogs this year" on the grounds that the production Of
that large a crop

will

depress the market still further. He cites' government policy since the mid-thirties to
"prove- his propoAal
not to raise hogs" is sound. The
government has been paying farmers not to raise all
sorts of crops, including hogs, and no prec(.Ient will be
set by, accepting his contract and paying him whatever
sum Congress decides upon. And at the 'same time he
says his in-Anne will be larger than it has ever been before, sound, and • perm a
- nent, thereby changing.. his status
a welfare pensioner to a substantial ineiime-tax
paying citizen, and increasing the national ?economy accordingly-.

from

Some would thiok'to read the proposal that the writer
is against all forms of subsidy and he may be, but he
certainly doesn't say 80. He i actually advocating the expansion of the subsidy idea on exactly the same line, as
a dozen or more lobbies are now high-pressuring Con-

grese, led by "friends of education" who have challenged
- President Eisenhower to declare himself whether he considers a balanced budget or the "future education of our
Children" as the most important.
This is exactly the same sort of a loaded- question as
"have you stopped beating your wife." But w e think
President Eisenhower answered,it correctly when he said

John !kiosks
In an earlier game at MurRaiders handed
freesboro, the
Murray an 84-06 defeat.
Murray Coach Cal Luther reports that the Raiders are a tall,
tough squad. capable of giving
any team a battle. Al: five Raider
starters, Williamson, Burden, Bryant. Price, and Smith, have averaged more than 10 points a game
Williamson -Mkt Burden have averaged 13.
In the first game between the
two schools, Burden was Murray's
biggest problem as he collected
18 points the first half.

Terry Darnall
Terry Darnel is still leading
Murray scorers, although h:s average has dropped to 14.3. Dale
Alexander is next high with 11.9.
Ken Peterson has averaged 99
a game. Mike O'Riordan 94. and
Harold Wilkins 93

Murray Training pulled away
in the second half to hand visiting
Lynn Grove a 75-55 set back.
The Colts took a 22-17 first
period advantage but Lynn Grove
deggedly hung on and Murray
led by only seven. 33-28. at halftime The Colts broke loose in the
third stanza and rolled to a 61-39
advantage.
Jerry Shrtwit was high for Murray Tra ning with 17 points but
gave up acorins, honors to Lynn
Grove's James Adarns with, 19
Murray Training . ....22 35 61 75
17 28 39 55
Lynn Grove
, Murray Training (751
McDaniel 4 Burton 16, Thompson 11, She-at 17. Winchester 1.
Tutt 2, Wallace 7, Vaughn 9,
Washer 8
Lynn Grove (55)
West. 3, Foster 3, Adams 19,
Williams 3. Tarry 10, Butterworth
• 14.

New Concord
Wins Over
St. Mary's, 71-59

Date Alexander
In last, Saturday's game against
Western. the Racers faded during
the last 10 minutes of the game,
and the Hilltoppeas pulled away to
a 75-62 v.ctory. Coach Luther said
that his team played well but for
a !icor shooting percentage. "Our
detense was adequate." he said.
"and we got nearly 20 more shots
than Weltern, but we couldn't put
them in " Luther also said that
his team was still feeling the
affects of a flu epidemic VahiCh
had hampered practice all last
week.

Ls
IlliARRYIYEACK
THE
TIGER

Knifrht s Mark
Uo 16th Win
In A Row

St. Mary's held its own in the
third stanza and the two played
on even terms until the Redbirds
broke loose in the final canto and
The Murray Knights recorded
rolled to victory,
thel.. ICh cansacutive win of the
season last night at Brewers by 'Gene Rowland -and.'15a
-e7rcl.
defeatini. the host team 90-82. ney led Concord with 16 and 15
Brewers holds secrnd place in points respectively. Eddie Rowland
the Atomic Valley League Un- pushed in 13. Gallagher was high
defeated Murroy has led all year. fce the Knights with 19.
Although a close game, the
Knights held commanding loads at New Concord __..... .24 38 49 71
..
11 33 48 5t,
every cuarter stop along the vic- St. Mary's
New Coward 1711
tory route Murray opened the
G Rov'arid 16, Patterson 2, E.
tilt with a 19-13 first period advantage and continued - to hold Rowland 13 Hendon,6. Green 10,
the line in- the second stanza for Finney 15, Stubblefield 9.
St. Mary's (59)
a 42-35 halftime margin.
Yopp 6. Gallagher 19. Pace 4.
Brewers slIpped even further
behind in the third canto and Chaad*,•• 8 Kortz 18 Carroll 4.
trailed by 10 points. 68-58, at the
outset ..f the fourth period Brewers could only narrow the g
by two points in the heal quarter
to go Amen In defeat in an un-1
surer/awful bid to upset highly I
touted Murray.
"THE FRIENDLY
Quitman Sullin.s and Jarralll
Graham paced 'the Knight's scorFUNERAL HOME"
ing stack w At) 25 points each ,
but had to give up c-oring honors
SUPERIOR
to "Aaron cc,pe who burned thei
AMBULANCE
netting for 36 points Tabor added I
SERVICE
16 for Murray and Green hit for
11.
Equipped With
412 58
66
13
93
Knights
OXYGEN
storing
Brewers

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Mike- 4, Green 11. Tabor 16,
Sullir.s 25, Landoll 7, Holmes 2.
Graham 25, Kiser 4.
- -

Phone PL 3-4812
311 N. 4th - Murray,
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telephone
Talk

EVER NOT1CTD how often you hear the phrase-"It's
as near as your phone!" Just an example of how we take
the convenience and comfort of our telephones for granted.
It's so easy to pick up your phone ... for almost anything you want or need without ever taking a step from
the house. Comforting, too, to know that you're never
really alone when your phone's nearby. It makes modern

lit ing mighty convenient and pleasant all the way around
-just telephone!
•

•

0

SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WANTED.,Not long ago a
Ky.

woman came into our business office with a swatch of
material in her hand. She held it against the new color
like phones that blend with their color schemes and others
prefer a contrast. It's fun to pick out just the right color,

East Main St.
Next to A&P
and New
Parking Lot

because there are nine lovely shades to choose from. Why
not drop into our office and see for yourself, and tre. t
yourself ta extension phones to suit your

ne

•

rh

41
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i°
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taste?

FEBRUARY was once described as "thc• grel 0 mom)
of the year." Sometimes the lingering cold winter da:a
seem depressing, and we feel that spring will never corns.
Well, here's a ,suggestii
for spreading a littk goed
cheer. Just pick

up your

Ken Wray

Murray and Middle have
42 games. 37 of which the Racers
have won
The game. which will get underway at 8 o'clock. will be preceded

tion of criminal waste in all three of theae important de- souraging the practice as a national policy.

special person. Just the
sound of your voice c:n
brighten Vieir day_and the

89*
4
9*

- SPECIAL PRICES GOOD THRU THURS.Phone PLaza 3-9174
JERRY GORE, Manager

fore-fathers have been telling us ever since the Republic body is hungry, and we believe it is a sin for a Christian
was founded.
nation to let food spoil to maintain high prices, or for
We are not against unemploYment compensation in- any other purpose. It's bad enough for individuals to feed
surance, old age pensions, or welfare. We favor elimina- human food fo hogs without the
''federal government en-

Dishince call to that very

89* m
4ge

cost is OM for the happi-

cl

ness you give. Remember-it's always cheaper to call
Station-to-Station-that's when you'll zalk to anyone sc.:10

You savc, too, sy
P.M. Or anytime on Sundays. Why rot

answers at the number you're calling.
calling after six

make someone's grey day "rosy" by Long Distance it'd. y!

ONE HOUR SERVICE

The Ledger&TimesSports Page
net b Loud Spirts News * Pima le Tied Poems loosoto Negro
lisaketbdi
asebnll

Today`, Sports News Today

stars .arewitaniasselgaapoic„,

N

e,r.-;- 7•'..rr-'
4r-svttiVe‘1R*INIpogft•swmigesaswse•aott•MLPwr,_
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phone and make a Long

i0 MEN'S SUITS
LADIES' SKIRTS (plain)
La LADIES' DRESSES (plain)
Z SWEATERS (men's or ladies')
played 0

••

phones, then selected the one she liked best. Some ladies

ONE HOUR SERVICE

the most in DRY CLEANING

High School
,
Cage
Schedule

a

SP-1
HO,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
STEWART GRANGER

.2
90 1

pa.rtments so there will be more revenue to pay those in
"it is impossible to differentiate between the future edu- need, and so that the cost can be reduced. We do oppose
cational welfare of our children and a sound fiscal poli- most federal subsidies and unequitable tax levies.
cy." This sounds ,like he means we will have nothing in
We prefer premiums for production to replace subthe future with vvhicifio educate children unless
keep sidies for non-production. There can be no such thing
out of bankruptcy isowl--/and-it-aounda-like what our as a legitimate surplus of anything to eat as long as any-

11,

$35

.11.4 s
.0plidwe

Colts Win Over
Wildcats, 75-55

Tuesday, February 24
Benton at Symsonia
Murray High at So Marshall
N. Marshall at Heath
Alm° at Fancy Farm
Friday, Feburary 27
Lyon Co. at Alma
Murray Tr'ng at St. Mary's

•N

Varsity

some will swear he is against aid to widows and orphans.
All of us know there is shameful waste of public
funds in all sorts of sabsidiea, and many farmers are dia-

TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 24, 1959

REDS MEET MIDDLE TENN. INHE SEASON'S FINALOOME CAMEL4.
Racer
Fight
Results
Brooks
ilrexoks
andi7e.p!)ratr;I:CageryFlAenodr
Schedule

A

anni
Va 3
Burr

,r

Tennis

1

•

•

aSi

FEBRUARY 24, 1959

DA 1

TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 24.

ENN. IN
E GAME
Racer
Schedule

mont,
Brien,

•

28

Saturday, February
Tennessee Tirch at CrerireviAe

10 SPRINGING SHORTHORN
cows. 30 springing Hereford cows,
registered Hereford bull. J. W.
gg POUNDS SMOKED MEAT. $30 Ward, Hickman, Kentucky, tele46 pounds lard $5.00. Phone PL phone 2186 or 2917.
2-26C
3.4O81.
2-24P

NICE SIX ROOM HOUSE, leer
school, 113 North 9th. Bryan Tolley, Phone PL 3-1346.
2-26C
UNFURNISHED FOUR ROOIM
garage apartment-bath and utility
room. 202 S. 11th. Available lst.
2-26P

DISPLAY ROOM IN TRAFFIC
Center, Mayfield, Ky., suitable for
FOUR ROOM UNFURNISHED
iw small business $45.00 month,
TWO
FURNISHED
Apartments, apartment, electrically heated. AvM.) location for service shop hot
water, bath 1206 W. Main- ailable March 1st. R. W.
Churchill
$W 00. Call HE 5-4232 nights. 2-24C PL 3-1735.
2-25P Ph. PL 3-2411.
2-26C
CIAL SALE on YORKSHIRE
s. 40 to 60 pound male or
ale $25 to $55 00. Finest bloods. Oakland Farms, Sedalia, Ky.
s.
2-24C

19':142.:1.1.
1

MODERN FURNISHED apartment
three rooms and bath. Ground
floor, private front and back entrance. 501 Beale Street. Dial PL MEN - WOMEN. 120 daily. Sell
4-2883.
2-25C luminous nameplates. Write Reeves
Co., Attleboro, Mass.
2-24P
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment, electric heat, and pri- 78 YEAR OLD COMPANY
wants
vats entrance. Phone PL 3-3914.
salesman, 28-42. married, college,
2-25C business background, to call on
banks, building and loan, industrial and other companies. Company will train. Salary $450 per
month. Jobs Unlimited Employment Agency, 1621 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky.
2-24C

HELP WANTED

,v4

RICHARD WIDMARK

in "TUNNEL OF LOVE"

AVON CALLING - TV advertising has increased the demand. If
you have ever thought of representing Avon, now is the time.
Miss Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1004,
Paducah. Kentucky.
2-28C

a and THURSDAY

r

RANGER

WANTED

'K

Services Offered

By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI) - The no
WANTED CHILDREN 3-6 YEARS
to keep in my home while mother tional antique show is to Amer:ca
what the flea market is to Paris
works. Call PLaza 3-1856.
2-26C
and what the Roman market place
is to Italy.
But to mild-mannered Nat Mager, who's been directing the show
for 15 years, "bruising" is the
AUTOMATIC SINGER CONSOL, word for what happens When
Pick Lep payments, $10'25 per 125,000 antique lovers descend on
month. Singer Sewing Machine ildadison Square Garden for the
representative, Bill Adams, Phone annual foray.
PLaza 3-1757 or 3-5480, 201 South
"Pound' for pound," he said,
13th, Murray.
TFC "antisue addicts are more dangerous than lady wrestlers."
"You'd have to understand womYOUR FULLER RBUSH Dealer- en to know what I mean. They
Richard B. McAnulty. Phone PL bore into crowded booths with
3-1463.
2-25P elbows akimbo and can deliver a
body check with the ferocity of a
wounded hockey player.
"Year after year, their footwork
among tables laden with fine
-LOST: $2000 BILL FRIDAY after- sandwich glass and priceless china
noon between W al 1 is Grocery, is reminiscent of the early days of
Ross Feed Store, Hendon's Service Willie Pep."
Station. Guy Smith, Almo, Ky.,
Balance Essential
Ground rules hold that anything
RFD 1, PL 3-5869.
2-26C
smashed must be paid for on the

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

A C ROSS
I -Sta.•Illisb
-Sib
5- Dry
P!i1iier In
Siberia
13-5emale ruff
Ii'('lay lii
Alaska
IS-Indonesian
tribesman
16-Feeling
5

j

19- Physician
inlihr.
Su-Reward
11-(71brese
1"." 1%ml notice
Si- P.-rfect
24- Liquid
St W
I
25- •-rn mit to

PART TIME JOB for college girl,
12730 til 800 Experienced (Ti short.
hand, typing, selling Call PL 34351 for Judy Harding.
2-25C

11.0.01
.3'

I v ou (id
t2-13gg-shaped
.33-Hurry
34-Cook slowly
35- Ma'',
Muhl:am*
7'4 - `rv
1. - • 1.7.1sreptan

nikall-

roa_re.

•••

•
DLE
Manager

RIDE 7:30 A.M. EACH MORNING
'Igo town from near A. W. Smith
Grocery on highway 94. Ph. GB:over 4-2251.
3-2C

of seal,
44.tatcher's
glove
45. Printer's
midair.
47-Sueeor
41-34arine snail

INV STAIINIILIElf 15LILOSA
era PTIrr

kaislhalam Illadlassa
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Watching Harlingen digest this That's what they play off on irfMurray was sur- your line ot work."
41.-ir'`f KAHN spent a him, n:o:mation
oar` of the morning trying piese.1 at the degree ert his own
Harlingen did not seem dietr.
mate Rierr Harlipren he honest sympathy for the man turbeo
oy this, either '1 know
W.... In court. Dinah Hnrlingen After a while he said to Harlin
what you mean." he Said 'rye
explained over the phone but gen. 'Do you mind my asking
been seeing quite a bit ot Losti4 v.aan t exactly sure which you • personal question"
Scale() .iunng the past week '
cotht -- and then. after Mrs ' Harlingen smiled 'Well, when
'You nave" Where?"
Knapp naa located nun .th the somebody starts on with
that
"In court. I've been sitting in •
Oast t of this slender rlue waning question I usually find out
later
for ntra to get to the office By ithat I do mind That'.
nuit a joke. neck row as an observer at this
,the time he arrived Murray bad I really What did
you want to trial he's working now " Harlinbrourtit On Arnow Lundeen file know"gen shook nia head adnartngly.
in to date and 'tad prepared •
"He's a good :man."
"on
ildlether you've changed
discreetly censored outline of It.
,"Worried about that '
your mina about Lundeen. at all
He ano Harlingen nut in a long
"No the funnv thing
thit
I mean about his being a nice,
sci-slen over the outline.
not " Harlingen
iaugned
clean-cut, innocent cop who's I'm
It wae clear that various Items
shortty
Maybe
it
wounds
like
U e
ir it. and especially the notes on been framed by a pair of vtilains most goshawfui
cene.vit but I
for some unknown reason "
Eddie Schratie's story did not
sure I have what it takes to ma •
"No, I nave not " Harlingen
make Harlingen too happy Not
a good trial lawyer
can thr
that Conmy•KIrk wasn't doing • said He was clearly nettled "And
00 my feet. I can speak w-e!i
good lob, he nastened to assure from that somewhat sardonic tone can
really hit hard if I have
Murray On the contrary. it was I take It that you haven't changed thing
to hit with I mean I
doing a fine job After all, fit all your mind either. That surprises not
just saying it My nether ',this stuff together the way Mur- me It really does."
admitted as much and 1 sure* '
ray had done and what did you
"Why should it,"
you know how he svas shoat re
have but a perfect picture of Lo"Why? Because of the evidence
MS out compliments Or o
Scalso's :me or attack.
you yourself went out and got turning your
stomach
'
. I wary"'
Ira Millers five previous con- This evidence," said Harlingen,
you It would sound like goannwroi
victions would seem to give him a slapping a hand down on
the pa- conceit
motive for paying an exorbitant pers before him "Ail right
I
"No" said Murray. "a little r!
bribe, and that was the spring- grant it proves Arnold was
a fool that can be a cog help to a leo •
re
.board. Then Miller would testify Perhaps a tittle more than
a fool yer Fact is. the ane thine I
that the stand-in arrest had been But by the same
token it hap- couldn't handle in law school
_ arranged at the very time
Lun- pens to prove that he is not guilty public speaking Only erasion
e 0 . deen was away from Benny
Floyd of perjury I don't see how you didn't bother me
too much at
^
And then Schrade would step up can dispute that"
time was that I ntrtured my'
and swear to his own part in the
"Oh but I can And do"
winding
up ultirristely ap
affair, and that was IL Why, the "I still don't see how." Harbrains behind somebody tieConmy-Kirk report was as good lingen said stubbornly ''The girl's
mellow
voice
Made a nice ricture.
as a blueprint of the prosecu- story alone --"
too, until reality set in"
Uon's whole case!
-takes care of about twenty
"I never knew you slit"-'
Trouble was, however, that minutes It does not telt, care of
law." Herlingen said with s.
knowing a mans line of attack one minute before or after that ''
prise "Where was ther"
d:tin't automatically provide you
"But Lundeen was with Floyd
"Oh St John's in Ft-veo - •
with a satisfactory defense the rest of the time You heard
But let's hark tip to
against it Take the time element, Floyd say that yourself"
again. Have you seen nim
for example If LoScaloc was out
"Yea," said Murray. -I did And ty"to prove that the deal had been ar- whether he's been splitting the
"Yes. he was at the noises
ranged at the very time Lundeen graft with Lundeen Or is just a day morning We worked
cut .
was with his floosie Helene, she'd real good pal I don't know. but list
of people who might tertir,
have to take the stand, wouldn't he was lying like an old master as character witnesses."
she? She was the only one who Not that I don't give the boy
could alibi Lundeen. wasn't she? credit Baby face and all, he isn't
"
on7e
"
's an old friend nf
"What about It?" Murray said going to change that story for Ms who's now doing very well in
He had been looking forward to anybody. Not you, not LoScalzo, real estate Very much the sort
this part of the discussion with and not the Recording Angel e- to impress S blue-ribbon fur,"
relish. "My money says that the ther. He'll stick with it to the
-Might be. Who else is there
"
jury'll take one look and go for end, and it won't bother him one
"Quite a few A minister and
bit."
her as big as Lundeen did."
several churrh veStryin en And
Harlingen opened his mouth to there's a policeman who was on
"that isn't the same as believing her And It isn't what I meant, say something, and then closed the beat with Arnold when he was
anyhow. Can you picture how this IL He sat rubbing his hand slow- in uniform. He was there when
will hit Ruth? It'll be awful. I ly back and forth over his close- Arnold captured_ an armed bandon't even know if Arnold would cropper hair in abstraction "No," dit and won a cifirtion Did you
allow me to put that woman on he said at last. "I don't believe it," know he had won a citation?"
the stand I'll have to talk to him
Itwas the way he said it that
"No And I don't know if that's
about it. And I should talk to the pulled Murray up short_
flat admissible in this case le it
woman, too. She may-"
finality of It. The notice that the
"It may not oe Veen so I
Miirray felt • quick alarm at evidence had been reviewed and want to get the fact before the
the way his trump card was be- was politely rejected. It gave jury It doesn't matter if it •
ing snatched from his hand. "Hold Murray the feeling of having run struck from the record later ,•1
on." he said. "As far as Lundeen headlong into a hard object he long as the jury a heard about It '
Is concerned, there's no point In hadn't known was there; and that,
"It's worth a try," said Murmaking an issue of this thing as he told himself, was • strange ray.
until we have the whole case lined feeling to have evoked In you by
-p. and he can see he has no someone like Ralph Harlingen.
When Felix LoScalzei say, he
hoice in the matter. And with '
wants
to boa you, hi. takes no
1,A(' right. then you don't beelene-- well, I'd say that the
lieve It." Murray said. "But Lo- Chance on VIM, refuvoi
thing is Kir ceni to stay Scalzo
does, and ne a going to Siurrs is going to Yilid 001 in •
wa) from her altogether for the
bang away at it at the trial until hard way Continue a zrent
e being."
he's got the jury believing it, too
detecti•e story nere tomorruio.

IN

yw often you hear the phrase-"It's
e!" Just an example of how we take
omfort of our telephones for granted.
up your phone ... for almost anyever taking a step from
ed
ig, too, to know that you're never
or phone's nearby. It makes modern
ent and pleasant all the way around
• • •

r SHE WANTED.,Not.long ago a
ur business office with a swatch of
I. She held it against the new color
I the one she liked best. Some ladies
d with their color schemes and others
i fun to pick out just the right color,
lc lovely shades to choose from Why
ffice and see for yourself, and Ire..t
phones to suit youg taste'?
•

4!•
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A MASTER MYSTERY

0838111111.11. MP.* Stagier ants reprwase by seirwlwks Of Ihe aware siallgese. Ilesama

•

•.,Alear9%

•

rice described as "tiv gre;
lines the lingering cold winter days
we feel that spring will never COM'S.
Well, here's a ‘suggestit a
for spreading a little gord
cheer. Just pick up yo:ir
phone and make a Long
Disvnee call to that very
special person. Just the
sound of your voice ci.n
brighten Vieir day, and the
cost is sn111 for the happiness you give. Reineinher-'it's always cheaper to call
that's when you'll lalk to anyone w:to
'hoer you're calling. You save, It30. ',y
1.Or anytime on Sundays. Why rot
y day "rosy" by Long Distante tod. y!

STRANGLED HER MOTHER-Mrs.
Lydia Tarasidis, 54, calmly
smokes in her Milwaukee. Wis..,
home as she is questioned
about the strangle killing of her
mother, Mrs. Marie Saar, 85.
Mrs. Taraaldis admitted strangling her with a scarf. She said
they had bickered for 35 years.

52-A4800. &ha
Aderitie
15- nillipatch
56-Ruler of
Tunis
57-New
Briglaoder
(slang)

6-Split
asunder
7-Affirmative
8-Indefinite
article
3-Brown kiwi
10-Told
11-Act
16-Close tightly
17-Verve
20-Repast
22-Pronoun
25-Quaffed
26-Emerked
victorious
27-1)Iner
28-Watch
pocket
29- Young bear
71 -Fermate sheep
33•Staff
34-Strike
16- Mho.er.
down like
',tow
37-lily In
Alavka
3
17.

•,

15
19

Hoola Haircuts
Moon Said To Be
Free Of Rust

Answer to yesterday's

24

i'.-4.:
'

r:''....,
•1

1-Clothed
2-Rring lark
0.110C Lion
of tracts
4-College
degree
(Maw )
6-Fisherman's
basket

42
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Mate VA
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33-Cyprinoid

46-Part a hod'

40-(11rre
Mt k name
41-Graln Itit
42 -(-on tlazra Ion
44-Apportion
45- fret:god

nickname
50-Posses-ted
61-flreek letter
83-A state
(t.htie.1
54-A state

• '75

actually retexturizes fabrics
while it's cleaning them!
SPECIALS TODAY THRU SAT. -
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(These Prices Cash & Carry Only)
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BOONE CLEANERS

11.-4,4
54

5i7

35
>A{
retire Syndicate, lee.

Distr, by Ut.ts

South

Side

Square

PhonePLaza 3-2552

Ern. Bushman*,

by

NANCY
,

THAT'S THE
ONLY WAY THE
MAILMAN CAN

IT'S OKAY

KEEP DOGS FROM
BITING HIM

U.

nes..
.11OOP •
t4r WNW P.N.. i.....

c-#5

ABB1E mum' SLAiS

A HORROR PICTURE DOESN'T
HAVE TO MAKE PEOPLE THINKJUST SCARE 'EM OUT OF A
YEAR'S GROWTH- THAT'
THE SECRET,'

Lbeburn Van Batrou
WE START WITH A SLEEPY
LITTLE TOWN - WHEN
SUDDENLY THE SLOB FROM
OUTER SPACE MENACES
THEIR LIVES AND PROPERTY..

L1L' ABNER

ST In

CILIA

YOU ASKED
FOR IT!!GO AHEAD
WITH

SECTION
TWO!!

The

0...../.0.11.....•..••••.••••••••

only 100
only 790
... only 890
.. only 450
only 490
only 45e
only 99t
only 99t
only 49e

TIES
CAR COATS
DRESSES (plain)
SHIRTS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS
MEN'S SUITS
LADIES' COATS
SKIRTS (plain)

*
'1
14
'X'Yi
17

ft:4

38 39
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Our Sanitone Dry Cleaning
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ever the traffic will bear" in the
case of one-of-a4ind objects. Most
of the items are in the $20 to $200
range.
Antique but
and empty
medicine bottles ear the smallest
price tags.

next year's show - to be saId all
over again to another bargain
hunter."
The 15th annual show is keyed
to the 350th anniversary of Henry
Hudson's voyage of discovery.
Mager said members of New
York's m ost historical families
Fastest movers', year after year,
have given permission to show
according to Mager, are modestlytheir tradition-stepped curios.
priced doo-dads carried out tenderly by women who think they've
Among them are maps, prints,
struck a real bargin. He said:
furniture, weapons, charts. conMany Resold
tracts, clothes, jewelry, pottery,
"Invariably, many a r e resold and _ a medicine chest stolen
during the year to antique dealers from the White House in the
BOSTON - (UPI) - If you and Wind up on display at the British raid of 1812.
thought the hula hoop craze was
on the way out, better ask yOur
barber.
Members of the teen-age set
are putting the hoop on their
heads in the form of circular
haircuts - bangs in front and
medium-length hair on tN, back
and sides.
It's called a hu:i haircut because "it falls right !Lek into ar
rangement after a vigorous hooping session."
So explained James E. Guilford Jr., a Boston barber and
public relation committeeman for
the Associated Master Barbers and
Beauticians.
Guilford said the new cut was
introduced at a recent convention of barbers and beauticians
Minneapolis
"It's already very popular in
other areas," he said, ."and it's •
spreading like fildiv."

CROSSWOPD PUZZLE

JOB BABY SITTING DAY OR
night or will do ironing in my
home. Phone PL 3-3327.
2-25C

ARBARA RUSH AND STEWART GRANGER in a scene
from
Technicolor drama 'Harry Black and the Tiger",
opening
ednesday at the Varsity Theatre.

spot, so grace arid balance are
essential in the battle for bric-abrac. Mager noted.
When the eight-day show opens
March 1, all sorts of "priceless"
objects from the U.S. and abroad
will be displayed. Mager said they
are insured for 20 million dollars.
Prices range from less than a
dollar for knickknacks to "what-

Bruising Is
Word For
Antique Show

TO BUY GOOD ROLL-A-WAY
bed and to sell Westinghouse ea*
stove cheap. Telephone PL 3-5616.
2-25C

lone

PAGE
4111•0124

PLETE FOUR-CHAIR Barber
p equipment. See owner. 1663
an Avenue, Murray, Kentucky.
2-26P

)RIS DAY

LEDGER & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FFOR RENT

Tuesday, February 24
MSC Spores Arena
8:00 - Middle Tennessee
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In the first speaking contest! the
Murray Toastmistress club held an
elimination contest Monday night
and selected four members to
compete in a nisei bout next Monday night. The winner in this
event will represent the Murray
Club in the Area contest to be
held in Paducah March 7.
The meet.ng was held in the
Health Center with Mrs. Roselle
Outland, president. ccciducting the
business and presiding as toastmistress. Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty
-was hostess and gave the opening I
prayer and led the pledge- of
allegiance to the flag
• The contest committee composed of Mrs. Lochie Hart. Mrs.
Betty Lowery and Miss Dorothy
Irwin made the preparations -for
the contest Nine of the 15 members entered the contest, receiving
which to
three subjects from
choose for t h e extemporaneous
speech 24 hours before the contest.
The limit of the talks were 5-7
minutes The dub members PAS- 1 MARRIED AND ALIVE — Puede-na. Calif_ businessman Louts
eill each other
Purmunt and his bride, the
Two new members were present
and served as tellers They are i former Barbara Jean Thornafter their marMrs. Ann Evans and Mrs. Lavern 1 dike. pose
riage tn spite of objections of
Ryan_
his mother Mrs. Tessie PurThe four winners in the elirnimint, who allegedly threatened
natior. contest . were Mrs. Lois
bodily harm to tilm If tie went
rks
dee speaking on "Hand in , through
with the wedding. She
-: Mrs. Lochie Hart. using . was barred from attending the
her subject `Sale: Mrs. Eula
wedding by a court injunction.
. Doherty with
The Ideal
-. and Mrs. Neva Gray Alin on -Competition f i r es

MI
Sonr
stom
cu.se.
TO
111 1.
Von.
title
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The Lynn Grove Sen:or 4-H
Club met Fr.day 13, 1959 in
the ts-ping room of Lynn Grove
High School_
The meeting was called to order by the president. Donald
Doron The secretary. Dan McDaniel. read the rrunutes to
the last meeting and called the
roll with each member answering
the r.11 call by saying the name
of a car Then the pledges to
the 4-H and American rags were
led by Bobby Taylor Patty Kay
read the Tw ent y -t hi rd Psalm.
Mr Sims told the group that
the 4-H Talent Show would be
held Friday. March 27. He tzsen
told the group some facts about
making a speech Mrs. Wrather
was absent at this meeting
The meeting .vas
..
adjourned at
245 p m

The President and Mrs. Eisenhower. as do most Americans.
have their television favorites and
Continued From Phge Cse
one of them is George Gobel,
story of Radio Free Europe to as the crewcut comedian. In fact. the
Eisenhower, like the Gobel shows
' many Americans as possible.
Hostesses for the March meeting so much that on some past ocwill be Mrs August Wilson and
. Sink Bryan Tol:ey. Community
Service will be the sutOect at that
. The Kirksey Future Homemak- meeting
ers met Monday. February 16.
inthe study hall
CONCLUDE TRADE POST
"Careers in Home Economics"
WARSAW
I UPI1 — Poland
*as the subject of the program and the Soviet LIPPlion have conpresented by Faye Pa:tin wh., cluded a trade agreement that
is working on her State FHA . v..:11 bring thousands of Russians
watches, refrigerators and - wash&Wee:. The theme for the morning ing machines into Poland. Poland
was "Reaching For A Star" With evil: send clothing, textiles, apthe following partievating: Anita ples toys and franc?: goods to,
Brandon, Donna Cecil. Toni Bur- the Soviet Union.
chett, Jennifer
Riley. Sandra
IKE ATTENDS CONCERT
Bedwell. Annette Jones. Rhea WASHINGTON (L'Pl — Presnetta Parker. Bert.e Smith, and
ident Eisenhower attended a conLinda Crouch.
cert by the National Symphony
Following
the
program
the Tuesday
night and listened to a
group sang rhe FHA song. Minprogram of music by the German.
utes and roll call were given
Cvonposer, Johann Stbastian •
by the secretary Sue Wiley and
Bach
Jeanne Osba-ne were . admitted
to the club as new members.
The club will have a MotherDaughter banquet March 31 at
7 p. m. at the Kentucky Colonel,
Eva

Radio Repair
$100

McCallon.

Reporter

Say "Meet Me" At

SUSIE'S CAFE
SHORT ORDERS. HOMEMADE
Natl. Hotel Bldg.

II

Legion...

PIES

6th & Main

illIMMEM111111111111111111MMIMPIP

Women's Sizes 4-10, AA to C Widths

Plus Parts

BILBREY'S

2

STUDEB

•

LYON.

FULL SIZE, 60" x 30"
OFFICE DESK

11'• Recessed handles for sleek, smooth beauty.
•Streamlined, MI-width drawer fronts.
• Large file drawer can be used in top or bottom
position — all drawers interchangeable.
•Heavy duty, gray linoleum top is trimmed with
beveled stainless steel.
• Attractive, harmonizing gray enamel finish.
• Completely welded construction.
ONLY
• Sturdy, skid-type base.
• Adjustable feet for leveling.
• Other models available.
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Reg. 55.95 & '6.95 Value*
This Week
SPECIAL

$3"& $4"
FAMILY SHOE STORE

thie
fAc

01.t.iCk. SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

late
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Of The

Daily Ledger & Times
GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager

Are You Planning To Be

1111

0

•

Married Soon?

LA
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Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times for clear, first quality cuts!

•

\ NO SACK, THIS—Designer Guld1
I offers this eye-catcher In •
showing at Florence, Italy.
Waistline is accented In the
taffeta creation by building
skirt and bodice out In pouf&

HERE'S THE ONE
FOR CAREFREE FUN
THE

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

SADDLE OXFORDS
— 3 Styles of Saddles to Choose From

Phone PLaza 3-2547

SCOTT DRUG CO.

This Week's Special

SPECIAL!!

Mr Millard Erwin of Louisville.
Kentucky has been visiting in the
home of Hub Erwm and relatives
and !nerd- - '.•
•

Corner at 4th & Main

FAMILY SHOE STORE

KIRKSEY FHA
NEWS

•• ••

SHOP THROUGH OUR CLASSIFIEDS

f4

By MERRINIAN SMITH
ICPI White Howe Reporter
THOMASVILLE, Ga.
UPI) —
Backstairs at the White House:
It was here on the beautiful
.Gleri Arven Country Club golf
course that President Eisenhower
regained a large measure of physical confidence after his 1955
ocial Calends's
heart
attack.
Eis
enhowe
The resident
professional
rsu
gTuesday. February 24th
came down to :tested that the visitor, being a
The W.S.C.S. mission study on Thomasville in February of 1956 . man of talent on the fairways
the m:dille east will be conducted and for the first time since his and greens, join the President's
in the social hall of the First grave illness of the previous Sep- foursome. The President was deMethodist Church starting at 9.30 tember. got in some real physical lighted, but the visiting golfer
am, and lasting until 11 a.m. each exercise.
was a bit shaky at the start.
H:s first post-attack visit to the
day through the 27th of this
Instead of firing his best down
month.
course was a study in caution,
• • ••
but he picked up steam with each the center of. the fairway, the
hole. Before long, he was hitting visitor was hitting to the right
Tuesday. February 24th
The general meeting of the Wo- tee shots of 180 to 220 yards on and left. About the third hole, he
man's Missionary Society of the the first bole, leacLng some sports thought he'd settled down. The
Memor:al Baptist Church will be editors around the country to President hit first and marched
down, the fairway, staying to one
held at the church at 7 30 p.m. •
question these distances.
REVEREND — Mrs. Sophia Lyon
•• •• •
Fah& 82, is shown just after
Before the questions start again side as golfing courtesy requires.
being ordained a minister in
The Lydian Sunday school class this year. it should be pointed out
• The visitor, after two bad prethe Unitarian church in Beof the First Baptist church will that the first hole at Glen Amen
vious holes, was last man to
thesda, Md., the first woman to
meet in the home of Mrs Owen is down hill much of the way
drive from the third tee He h:t
be ordained in 15 years and
Bill.ngton at 7 p.m. Groups three and a practiced golfer ordinarily
a mighty blow, but sh,mked the
the oldest ever Reverend Faha
has little difficulty in
and four are in charge.
getting ball. The white pill went
screamIs the author of more than 40
• •..
good yardage from the tee.
ing straight at the President and
books on religious education.
Thursday, Febnuary 24th
struck him smack in the seat of
The Magazine club will meet for
*hen the President left Washthe annual luncheon at the Wom- ington Tuesday for his annual
an's club house at 1 p.m. For visit to the estate of former
reservations members, should call Treasury
Secretary
George
M.
Mrs. 0 C Wells, PL 3-2842, or Humphrey. the long-range weather
forecast indicated rainy conditions
i Mrs. C. A. Phillips. PL 3-3259.
I The Zeta department of the in this area for the rest of this
Murray Woman's club will meet week.
at the club house at 800 in the
This may inhibit the President's
evening. It will be an open meet- golf somewhat, but it is fine for
ing Hostesses are Mesdames W. C. quail shooting. Bird dugs have
Lubie Veale, C. H. Hulse, an easier time picking up the
WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S - BLACK & WHITE
Ace McReynolds, Donald Crawford scent of quail in heavy brush if
and Max Beale.
the ground is damp.
',pee

g

Toastmistress Club i
Selects Four Speakers
Final Competition ,

TUESDAY — FEBRUARY 24, 1959

has bor.- the pants. rebounding •forcefully :
film copies of telecasts they
into the fairway.
missed.
Gobel was in Washington 't t
week end for a party at the National Press Club. George is quite
a golfer. himself, and he swears
this IS a true story:
A few years ago. the President
was playing at Cherry Hills, his
home club in Denver. A hot-shot
vlfer and a friend of Gobel's
passing through town and
was
stopped off for a round at Eisenhower's club.

For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.
(2-column or desired size)

FREE
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A complete

chi

ay

Chiropractic
R

MARATHON MILEAGE AT COMMON SENSE COST
IPPCome on and get acquainted with the only penny pincher in the
world with a charming personality all its own. Here's a miser
you'll love
because it's so stylish, so chic, so individual—nothing like it on
wheels.
.Three feet shorter outside, room for six inside, delivers miles
7
and
miles on a hatful of reglilar, low-cost gas. 7'Has rich,
luxurious styling, so complete, neat and replete, it's approved by Harper's
Bazaar.
And, what a joy to drive—turns, parks, corners, scoots like
7
no
other car you've ever sat behind the wheel of. "'Ws worth a
try—a
Fun Drive Demonstration. Come in for a trial today—at
your Studebaker
Dealer's. Or, better yet, call for an appointment.

,n

Examination

Dal
Noel
Is

ON MOST CUTS

including all x-rays
at the

- OAKLEY
CHIROPRACTIC
CLINIC
Aurora, Kentucky

$2295

We have
assures

our own

and
110IL
all
dole
Lyra

photo engraving plant which
high quality service.
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For assistance with write-ups about your showers, teas, parties, etc., call
our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone PL 3-4 70 7, she will appreciate
your call.
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fair

No appointment

wa!,4 8,
-1•^ y °Me. •xtres
pla.nly 11b•'•4 On Ov•ry car.

necessary
Hours

OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT IS ALSO READY TO SERVE
YOU
with prompt, courteous service and first quality printing when
you

are

ready for your announcements.

10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday
1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Ju

Sundays

Fun drive the LARK today at

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
303 SOUTH 4th STREET

MURRAY, KY.

Phone El 4-4155,

LEDGER & TIMES
PL 3-1 9 1 6
Lo▪ u
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